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SMC4 Observer Helping Schools and Police
Protect Children from Bullying and Crime
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Integritie are BETA testing SMC4
Observer, our latest SMC4 release,
which is a Social Media Cyber Bully
observing tool. We invite schools to
BETA test Observer for free. If your
school is interested in BETA testing
SMC4 Observer please contact
education@smcapture.com
Observer enables schools to detect
early warning signs of bullying, drug
use, gang culture etc, helping highlight
and prevent risks to children. The
Observer reporting technology enables
immediate detection of inappropriate
or risky communications, enabling fast
action from Schools and Police to stamp
out bullying and other threats to
children.
Social Media Safety Online


For more
information
visit:



kc-ol.com
or
smcapture.com
or
integritie.com

Observer provides a secure Social
Media reporting platform to
observe and control inward and
outward Facebook, Twitter and
other social media communications

comments from students social
media pages, providing a forum
that is safe from cyber bullying,
predators
and
undesirable
communication




Observer automatically highlights
bullying and other related words to
parents, school officials or Police
depending on the risk assessment
Observer provides early warning
signs regarding bullying, drug use,
gang culture, health and other
issues discussed via social media
tools.

School Key Benefits


Immediate knowledge of bullying,
risky and abusive messages



Real time reports enabling
immediate actions to be taken



Enables adherence to School
Policies regarding bullying and
conduct and safety
For more information please visit:
http://smcapture.com/
school_cyberbullying.php

Pupil Key Benefits


Observer
provides
safer social media
communication



Identifies bullies



Stops social
abuse



Focus on reasonable
communication rather
than victimisation

media

Observer can automatically delete
inappropriate
and
offensive

SMC4 Supports Apple and Android Applications
Integritie is delighted to announce that
mobile apps are now available on the
two most popular mobile platforms,
Android and iOS (iPhone and iPad),
enabling customers to access the SMC4
app anywhere they are working in the
world!
The SMC4 mobile app enables remote
workers in sales, marketing, customer
service, HR, product development,
claims, fraud and compliance to easily:


Listen to customers



Respond to customer feedback



Approve responses and posts



Deliver a superior service to VIPs



Manage complaints efficiently



Quickly respond to sales leads



Manage campaigns and customer
engagement



Review competitors and affiliates

SMC4 Mobile enables companies to
easily respond to prospects and
customers. It enables companies to
deliver a standardised level of service,
critical to multi-channel businesses
such as retail, insurance, banking and
telco.

Offering a mobile app has enabled us to
compete and differentiate our solution
further in this very busy social media
marketplace.
Tell your customers and try it yourself,
available now to download from the
Google and Apple app stores!
To download the apps, please visit:
Apple:

We’ve had a lot of interest from our
Law Enforcement customers who like
the fact that SMC4 can support their
officers on the beat and crime
prevention managers who need to
work in multiple locations and need to
access this intelligent source of
information.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/social
-media-c4-sm c4/id748219138?
ls=1&mt=8
Android:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/
details?id=com.kcol.smc4&hl=en_GB

The Regina Police Service Keeps its Social Media
Sites Free From “Graffiti”
Content analytics tools helps maintain online spaces
where people feel safe sharing thoughts and ideas
Established in 1892, the Regina Police
Service has grown to more than 530
employees, including police officers,
special constables and civilians. The
agency is sworn to protect the rights
of individuals in the city of Regina,
Saskatchewan.
“Just as we police our
parks to discourage
graffiti, we must protect
our online spaces from
inappropriate content.
SMC4 helps us maintain
inviting social media sites
where people can share
ideas or even challenge
the ideas of others
respectfully.”
Elizabeth Popowich,
Manager, Public
Information and Strategic
Communication , Regina
Police Service

After a social media storm forced
closure of its Facebook page, the
Regina Police Service needed to more
effectively enforce its terms of use. It
implemented the Integritie SMC4
solution, which is built on IBM®
Enterprise Content Management
software to automatically capture,
interpret and preprocess social media
messages. The agency reopened its
Facebook page with controls in place
to detect and hide profanity and
provide auto responses reassuring
visitors that the site was safe for civil
discourse.

Solution
The Regina Police Service contracted
with IBM Business Partner Integritie
to implement a cloud-based solution.
Built on the IBM Enterprise Content
Management platform, Integritie’s
SMC4 service is designed to integrate
with the agency’s existing social
media infrastructure, adding stronger
controls and flexible content filtering
and analysis. Using IBM FileNet®
Content Manager and IBM Enterprise
Records software, the SMC4 solution
captures and governs incoming social
media messages in a central
repository. The underlying IBM
Content Analytics with Enterprise
Search software helps interpret and
preprocess the messages for
near-real-time
action. It also
evaluates messages in the context of
conversations and detects sentiment,
helping the Regina Police Service
prioritize response.

Challenge

Follow our Social
Media Pages for
the latest ECM,
Social Media,
Content and
Cloud News
Twitter.com/
Integritiecom
Facebook.com/
Integritie
LinkedIn.com/
Integritie

The Regina Police Service operates
one of the most forward-thinking
government social media platforms.
However, it was not prepared for the
media storm that occurred in March
2013 after a police officer shot a
citizen’s dog, while in pursuit of a
suspect in an aggravated assault. The
incident went viral. The agency’s
Facebook and Twitter accounts were
inundated
with
inappropriate
comments, inflaming an already tense
situation. As an example: “The only
good police officer is a dead one”.
The personnel assigned to monitor
site content appropriateness could
not handle the volume of threats and
profanity. Within days of the incident,
pervasive and flagrant violations of its
terms of use caused Chief of Police,
Troy Hagen, to order the Facebook
page suspended.

The deployment required no
additional
infrastructure
or
associated costs. When the Regina
Police Service reopened its Facebook
page, six months later, a few people
tried to take the discussion back to
the March event and used profanity.
The SMC4 solution worked as
designed, deleting the messages and
sending auto responses stating that
profanity violates the agency’s terms
of use and that the senders are
welcome to repost their comments
using acceptable language. “Other
people coming into the site can see
these auto responses, so the
solution helps us reassure visitors
that we are enforcing our usage
policies,” says Elizabeth Popowich,
Manager of Public Information and
Strategic Communication for the
Regina Police Service. Moving
forward, the Regina Police Service

plans to continue to provide feedback
to Integritie to further refine the
SMC4 user-interface.
In addition, the agency is using the
embedded IBM contextual analytics
capabilities to identify when people
have questions or complaints and
respond accordingly, even during off
hours.

Benefits

 Protects the agency’s reputation
by automating social media and
web
content
management,
analysis and discovery

 Saves

employees time and
improves responsiveness with
monitoring and auto-response
capabilities 24 hours a day, every
day

 Reduces costs by automatically
enforcing the agency’s social
media best practice and policy
control document

For more information about how
SMC4 can help Emergency Services,
please visit: http://smcapture.com/
emergency_services.php

Content Analytics in KC Online and SMC4
Content Analytics is a rich-text platform
that examines and detects actionable
insights from unstructured information. By
leveraging the power of content analytics
KC Online can harness the entire
information source and rather than
focusing solely on structured data.
Content analytics provides similar features
as structured analytics tools by surfacing
insight such as sentiment, trends, patterns
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
and correlations from unstructured
information. Leveraging sophisticated
natural language processing technology,
Content Analytics understands the
meaning and context of human language,
in multiple languages, within textual
information found in documents, reports,
emails, social media messages and
business applications.
As an integral part of KC Online, content
analytics provides analysis of content
within the online archive to automate
decision management in how incoming and
outgoing content is actioned, and derive
insight and intelligence from held
information.

Within SMC4, Content Analytics is used as
the means to analyse and manage
incoming and outgoing messages through
Social Media channels. Content Analytics
provides several functions, firstly as a
means of vetting the content of the
messages to make sure that the content is
deemed as safe, and does not contravene
any regulatory or internal policies.
Secondly it is used to prioritise the
messages and finally to action messages
using workflow and business rules to assign
and route or automatically process.
Additionally, outbound correspondence is
audited via Content Analytics prior to it
ever leaving the company avoiding
potential issues with message content.

racist dictionaries are
cyber-bullying applications.

used

in

By leveraging the power of cloud based
content management, content analytics
and libraries of dedicated dictionaries, the
insight held within content becomes an
easily accessible asset to improve
productivity and derive invaluable
knowledge.
For more information, please visit: http://
www.smcapture.com/whatisSMC42.php

To further enhance the capabilities of the
content analytics platform, KC Online has
industry and application specific
dictionaries that allows automatic decision
making to be made using the textual
context of content. For example the
financial services compliance dictionaries
are used to monitor and manage content
in the context of compliance, and hate and

Improve Customer Service and Reduce Operational
Costs with KC Online Complaints Management
The capture, management and control of
Complaints can be very difficult to achieve
efficiently. KC Online is a mechanism to
capture, process, manage and track
complaints.

modification, predefined outbound
communication templates, seamless
integration with line of business
applications and full process audit control
and reporting.

To address the issue of complaints
processing, KC Online includes a
readymade, out of the box, complaint
capture and management module. Built
around KC Online’s feature rich Advanced
Case Manager application, the Complaints
Manager tool has a pre-built complaint
handling workflow process which takes an
initial complaint, whether it be via phone,
letter, email or social
media and
automatically creates a unique complaint
case ready for processing.

KC Online Complaint Manager is included
free of charge with KC Online Workflow
and is just one of a range of out of the box
business aligned modules designed to
provide rapid out of the box
functionality with a low cost per user, per
month usage fee.

By modifying a set of simple business
based rules, complaints are automatically
routed to a team of complaint handling
agents to perform a range of actions
including issue identification, escalation
and resolution resulting in consistent
customer outbound communication
regardless of the initial format of
communication.
By utilising the KC Online Advanced Case
Management framework customers
benefit from a simple to use and feature
rich user interface, rapid process

Contact
Int egritie
today
at
sales@integritie.com, to take part in a live
online webex to understand how KC Online
Complaint Manager can cost effectively
reduce costs and stream line your
complaint handling process.
To learn more about our KC Online
Complaints Module, visit
http://www.kc-ol.com/
complaint_management.php
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Interview with Andrea Mellor
Professional Services Manager
Andrea Mellor is Integritie's Professional watch the vision and delivery as each of
Services Manager.
the new ventures take place, being at the
forefront of Enterprise Content
With over 30 years of experience in the IT
Management in the Cloud and watching
industry in Development,
Support,
SMC4 develop into a range of products
Training, Consultancy and Operations
that are there to help combat not only
Andrea has experienced delivery
business issues but helping to address the
processes from beginning to end.
social issues like cyber bullying with Social
Starting as a COBOL programmer in the Media on the Internet.
1980's, moving across from ICL to IBM
Question Section:
platform early in her career, Andrea’s
ECM and Image and Content capture 1) What has been a highlight for you so
career started in the early 1990's, far, with working for Integritie?
amassing an enormous amount of
I feel there have been many highlights,
information across many Content
and each year these seem to get bigger
Management and Image capture
and better. Seeing the reaction of people
platforms, giving a full understanding of
to SMC4 has been wonderful knowing I
the whole business process.
am small part of that, the onboarding our
Since working at Integritie, Andrea has first Cloud customers was very exciting,
taken this further as Support and then but my personal highlight is seeing the
Professional Services Manager. The company grow, especially the
Professional Services team has just Professional Services Team over the past
completed three consecutive years of 3 years, building and working with a team
beating service growth targets. Andrea of some of the best (if not the best)
aims to continue to make Integritie the technical people in our business space.
customer’s number one choice when it
2) When you were a child, what did you
comes to delivering ECM solutions.
want to be when you grew up?
Overview of Integritie by Andrea:
As with most children I loved drawing and
Having been with Integritie for nearly 8 originally hoped to do something in the
years I have watched the company grow Art world, but as I grew up it was a
from a small lifestyle company to what is Helicopter Pilot in the RAF, and if I win
very much a corporate business. Integritie the lottery you never know.
is an exciting place to work, being able to

More Information
www.integritie.com
sales@integritie.com

3) In the future, what can you see
yourself doing?
I would like to expand my Professional
Services role, growing a world class team.
I love the fast pace and daily challenges it
brings.
4) What is an interesting fact about
yourself?
In 2012 I completed a 26 mile and 386
yard walk (a marathon), over night for the
Breast Cancer charity, taking just over 7
and a half hours. In addition to this, at
the weekend I can often be found on one
of the fastest road bikes around, pillion of
course.
5) If you could invite any 3 people to
dinner with yourself, who would you
pick and why?
John Thaw - a fascinating man.
King Henry VIII - a man who has had such
a considerable effect (good and bad) on
our current society , .....and here's hoping
I could sneak in his daughter Elizabeth,
who although is not one of the most
influential women of our time, has got to
near the top.
and lastly it has to be Michael
Macintyre...... we all need a good laugh.

Integritie was founded in 2000, with customers in 35 countries.
Integritie has developed industry leading image, social media and
email capture automation solutions, and also provide a
comprehensive content management and cloud service.
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